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 Witchery, Indigenous Resistance, and
 Urban Space in Leslie Marmon Silko s
 Ceremony

 DAVID A. RICE

 It is impossible to accurately imagine contemporary Native Ameri

 can identity without understanding the contribution of urban Indi

 ans. Groups such as the legendary Mohawk steelworkers on the East

 Coast and the American Indian Movement, which emerged from ur
 ban Indian neighborhoods in cities such as Minneapolis, Oakland,
 and Cleveland, give testament to a significant part of the "surviv
 ance," to use Gerald Vizenor's term, of contemporary Native Ameri

 can peoples and cultures. Over two-thirds of the approximately 2.1
 million Native Americans in the United States live in urban areas

 (Fixico ix),1 and even if this fact has not significantly infiltrated the

 American popular imagination, Native American literature has
 nonetheless represented Indian urban experience in many contem

 porary works, such as the fiction of Sherman Alexie and Greg Sarris

 and the poetry of Esther Belin.2 However, the appearance of urban

 Indians on the literary scene is not an entirely new phenomenon.

 Even in D'Arcy McNickle's and John Joseph Mathews's novels of the

 1930s, we begin to see protagonists trying to reconcile their time in

 cities with their lives on the reservation. These writers, according to

 Louis Owens, challenged romanticized notions of Indian culture and

 identity by portraying characters who slip "into the deracinated no
 Indians-land" between Native and Euramerican worlds (25). How

 ever, Owens continues, these characters are ultimately unable to es

 tablish stable identities for themselves, and therefore they "never
 [have] a chance within a civilization bent on turning Indians into

 Europeans" (25).
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 This pessimistic forecast is reconsidered and expanded upon by

 some of the major works of the 1970s Native American Renaissance,

 especially N. Scott Momadays House Made of Dawn and Leslie

 Marmon Silko's Ceremony. Momadays treatment of his protagonist

 Abels cultural dislocation "takes the next crucial step for Indian
 writers: he brings Abel full circle, back home to his Southwestern

 pueblo and a secure knowledge of who he is" (Owens 25), while Silko

 makes her conflicted mixed-blood, Tayo, "a metaphor for the dy
 namic, syncretic, adaptive qualities of Indian cultures that will en
 sure survival" (Owens 27). What was for McNickle and Mathews a

 hopeless conundrum and for Momaday a crisis leading back to the

 healing of a traditional life becomes in Silko's novel a way to imagine

 the survival and growth of Native people and the cultures where they

 find significance and identity (Owens 167). The place of the city in

 Silko's cultural dynamic is crucial; urbanization represents an essen

 tial element of Euramerican destructiveness and a necessary aspect

 of Native American syncreticism and growth in her novel. She insists

 that, in order to progress, Indians, and indeed all people, must be

 transformative in their worldviews and approaches to the destructive

 forces of urbanization and industrialization. For Silko, Navajo tradi
 tion in particular must be adaptable to the new challenges repre
 sented by urban growth in order to encompass the contemporary

 experiences of Indians like Tayo. Though Tayo ultimately chooses to
 turn away from what he knows of the city for a more traditional and

 stable mode of life, he realizes that the knowledge acquired there is
 essential to his understanding of the forces at work in the world. His

 ability to incorporate this understanding into a framework that is

 both traditional and adaptable is crucial not just for his survival but

 for everyone's.

 Of course, Tayo's return to tradition is preceded by his alienation

 from it. From the beginning, Tayo is distanced from his reservation

 family by a number of factors: his birth and early childhood in the

 encampments of homeless Indians in Gallup, New Mexico; his out

 cast mother and unknown father; his sense of inadequacy growing

 up in the shadow of his more promising full-blood cousin, Rocky;
 and the violence he witnessed and experienced on the World War II
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 Pacific front. From the start of the novel, Tayo's alienation is evident
 as he runs from bar to bar with his fellow reservation veterans, who

 have no real sense of hope, direction, or meaning to their lives. These

 men are haunted by the fact that their experience in the war has dis

 placed the ethical and historical grounding of Native tradition. They
 mask their despair under a veneer of barroom camaraderie and tales

 of the battlefront and sexual conquest in the various American West

 Coast cities where they shipped out.

 Because of their experience abroad in the war, their time away

 from the reservation, and in the city particularly, comes to mark an

 important moment of change in their lives, where the stark contrast

 between traditional Indian values and contemporary Euramerican
 values comes into focus. Tayo's time in the city is filled with alien

 ation and bereft of possibility, as he has no friends or community to

 buttress him. He is mentally disturbed and unable to connect to even

 the most basic elements of his surroundings for support. Also, Tayo's

 youth in the city of Gallup, New Mexico, is marked by homelessness,

 hunger, and desperate fear. Though Tayo's fellow veterans do not re

 veal anything about their urban experience beyond braggadocio,
 there is also no evidence that the city offered them any lasting oppor

 tunity. What little Silko's text does reveal of their urban Indian lives

 in San Diego, Los Angeles, and Gallup, New Mexico, leaves us with

 the sense that the city offered nothing in the way of meaningful suste

 nance for any of them. By the same token, Silko's vision of the healing

 potential of the reservation is complicated by poverty and despair.

 She sees the danger of the reservation, exemplified by the self-de

 structive activities of Tayo and his companions as they drink, drive,

 and fight their way from one bar to the next; life on the reservation

 becomes as aimless and potentially dangerous as life in the city. For

 Tayo to survive, then, a further retreat from the encroachment of the

 white world is necessary.

 Silko pushes Tayo's struggle further thematically as his effort to

 reconcile his experience of the white world with the Native one is

 bound up in a larger worldwide struggle for survival. Tayo must align

 himself with the traditional Laguna landscape, and though he can
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 not forget his experience off the reservation, he must try to remove

 himself ideologically from the culture of urbanized Euramerica and

 all the ecological and social ills it breeds. The novel terms this
 Euramerican cultural cycle "witchery" (133) and identifies Tayo as a

 central individual in the struggle to combat its patterns of violence

 that threaten the world. Silko's novel emphasizes the importance of

 language, specifically storytelling, as a way of constructing reality in a

 broadly politicized context. Her text insists that language is integral

 to the very survival and reemergence of Indigenous peoples in re
 sponse to Euramerican colonialism.

 Catherine Rainwater recognizes the way Silko's narrative ad
 dresses the "dispossession of'home' [that] is a primary feature of all

 Native American experience." The narrative attempts to

 resolve in textual space what cannot be resolved in geographical

 space: though Native Americans can never take back America as

 it existed before the European invasion, they can appropriate the

 textual space of the novel; and if'story' precedes reality, perhaps

 American Indian writers may begin through semiosis to recon
 struct and reinhabit their home. (119)

 Silko's narrative allows this kind of possibility by presenting Tayo's
 internal reconstruction as a series of narratives that reintroduce him

 to his Laguna home. This process simultaneously reveals a larger
 conflict between two worldviews: the Euramerican city and the res

 ervation. According to Rainwater, "Silko attributes stillness and con

 nection to the Indian and juxtaposes these traits with Euro-Ameri
 can motion and alienation" (122). Silko's narrative also enacts a

 process of what James Ruppert calls "mediation," wherein she "works

 with two different spheres of discourse" and engages the spheres "so

 that she can respond to previous and anticipated discourse, and yet
 turn that discourse around so as to make it express cross-cultural

 goals" in order to "restructure epistemologically two sets of percep

 tion and understanding" (129). Through Tayo's experience, Silko's
 narrative is able to mediate the Indian and Euramerican spheres in a

 way that allows Tayo's battle for survival to stand as a critique of
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 those spaces as they move further and further away from the prin

 ciples of traditional Indigenous worldviews.

 Silko starts this process by juxtaposing a traditionally phrased

 storytelling passage with a Euramerican-style prose passage pro
 claiming Tayo's chaotic state of mind. In the former style of narra

 tive, which, according to Robert M. Nelson, resembles traditional

 Laguna "hama-ha[h]," or "long-ago far-away stories" ("Kaupata Mo

 tif" 3), Silko insists that stories "aren't just entertainment," but they

 are "all we have to fight off / illness and death" (2). Such maladies are

 inherent in the efforts of non-Native peoples to eradicate Native

 ways, and the stories are a main line of defense against destruction.

 "Their evil is mighty / but it can't stand up to our stories," the narra

 tive says,

 So they try to destroy the stories

 let the stories be confused or forgotten.

 They would like that... Because we would be defenseless then. (2)

 To illustrate this, in the prose passage after the storytelling, Silko

 reveals Tayo's confused and defenseless state of mind as he is bom

 barded by a cacophony of foreign and familiar voices and jukebox

 music in his dreams: "Tayo didn't sleep well that night. He tossed in

 the old iron bed, and the coiled springs kept squeaking even after he

 lay still again, calling up humid dreams of black night and loud
 voices rolling him over and over again like debris caught in a flood"

 (5). A familiar Spanish love song gives way to the familiar Laguna

 speaking voice of his uncle, Josiah, and is quickly displaced by "the

 fever voices" of angry Japanese soldiers, women's voices he thinks

 might be his dead mother's but that he does not really recognize, and

 finally a language he cannot even understand (6). Tayo cannot locate

 his identity out of the cacophony of his life any more than he can

 pick out and hold on to a stable voice inside his head. His inner con
 sciousness is the antithesis of story, as it reveals no communicable

 structure or meaningful theme that might serve as a protection
 against "illness and death"; without these things, Tayo seems in dan

 ger of succumbing to what plagues him. All he can do is "sweat
 through those nights when thoughts became entangled" until he can
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 "think of something that [isn't] unraveled or tied in knots to the

 past?something that existfs] by itself, standing alone like a deer"

 (7). As an image of self-contained animal identity, the deer represents

 all that Tayo is not, and the project of unraveling his past in order to

 get to some approximated point of solid identity is precisely what lies

 before Tayo at the outset of the novel. He must take the knotted mess

 of his colonized self and try to reorganize it into something sustain
 able.

 Tayo wakes in his family's ranch house, and his thoughts turn to
 the sources of his confusion?the war and his post-war confinement

 in a Los Angeles veterans' hospital. He is so lost after his discharge

 from the army that he hardly recognizes his own existence during his

 recuperation. He recalls that

 for a long time he had been white smoke. He did not realize

 that until he left the hospital, because white smoke had no con
 sciousness of itself. It faded into the white world of their bed

 sheets and walls; it was sucked away by the words of doctors
 who tried to talk to the invisible scattered smoke. (14)

 The colonial implications for Indian identity are clearly marked in
 this passage, as Tayo's thin cloud of self is inhaled by the white doc

 tors who diagnose, categorize, anesthetize, and otherwise control his

 body, and he is absorbed by the very walls and tables of the industri

 alized antiseptic setting of the urban hospital. During his ghostly

 wanderings through the hospital, he is completely disconnected
 from the world outside. He can't even imagine himself home; the

 best he can do is dream he is far away, "inhabit [ing] a gray winter fog

 on a distant elk mountain where hunters are lost indefinitely and
 their own bones mark the boundaries" (15).

 The culmination of Tayo's urban experience in California shows

 him barely surviving as he struggles to catch a train back home. As he

 stands at the Los Angeles depot, he feels that "at that moment his

 body had density again and the world was visible and he realized why

 he was there and he remembered Rocky and he started to cry" (15).
 Remembering his close cousin, who had died in the war before Tayo's

 eyes and for whose death Tayo feels responsible, his tears at least sig
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 nal that Tayo exists, that he has come back to some portion of his

 fuller existence; though the return is painful, it is clearly just a first

 step on a difficult path. While waiting for the train, Tayo's identity

 seems to dissolve into smoke as quickly as it reemerged. Amidst the

 smell of smoke and diesel, "he knew he was going to become invisible

 right there. It was too late to ask for help, and he waited to die the way

 smoke dies, drifting away in currents of air, twisting in thin swirls,

 fading until it exists no more" (16-17). As he collapses, he thinks that

 his keepers were "generous" in "sending him to the L.A. depot alone,

 finally allowing him to die" (17). Escape from his pain will not be this

 easy, though, no matter how he wants to give up.

 He awakens surrounded by a concerned Japanese family at the de

 pot, and he's afraid he is in a Japanese prisoner-of-war camp. When he
 realizes where he is, his awareness of time seems to have failed him as

 well. He says to a railroad attendant, "Those people,... I thought they

 locked them up" (18). Years have passed since the internment camps
 closed, however, and Tayo feels his disconnectedness from the world

 even more acutely. He cries

 at how the world had come undone, how thousands of miles,

 high ocean waves and green jungles could not hold people in

 their place. Years and months had become weak, and people
 could push against them and wander back and forth in time.

 Maybe it had always been this way and he was only seeing it for
 the first time. (18)

 Now, not only is his own identity floating in and out of reality but

 also reality itself seems to have become unhinged as Tayo makes his
 way onto the train with his tenuous hold on the world and himself.

 The noise of the war and the city and the collection of voices from

 Tayo's past mark his experience of the city (and the non-reservation

 world in general) as one of verbal and sonic confusion; he is so bom
 barded by his environment that he hasn't the consciousness to recog
 nize his own existence within it. The noise in his head makes no sense

 to him; it does not cohere as a story. To participate in a structured

 narrative of self and community, Tayo has to overcome the inchoate
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 roar placed in his head by his experiences during his time off-reser

 vation. Laden with the entangled discourse of multitudes and filled

 with the language of individual desire and justification of progress

 and further growth, the city does not provide the necessary cultural

 story that will enrich its people. It is rife with the spreading confusion

 that perpetuates waste and destruction and impoverishes the indi

 vidual identity for the sake of the consuming masses.

 As the narrative shifts to Tayo, months later, sitting in the ram

 shackle cottage on his uncle's ranch, there is a strong contrast be
 tween his disoriented state in the urban train station and his life as a

 boy in the pueblo. The dusty, hot desert air blowing over the valley

 reminds Tayo of a time in his youth when, on Bone Mesa, "he had felt

 that the sky was near and that he could have touched it" and on
 nights "when the moon rose full and wide as a corner of the sky, a

 person standing on the high sandstone cliff of that mesa could reach
 the moon" (19). Unlike the confusion and directionless nature of

 much of his adult experience, for Tayo as a boy,

 distances and days existed in themselves then; they all had a

 story. They were not barriers. If a person wanted to get to the
 moon, there was a way; it all depended on whether you knew

 the directions?exactly which way to go and what to do to get

 there; it depended on whether you knew the story of how oth
 ers before you had gone. (19)

 Unfortunately, Tayo's exposure to the disintegrating confusion of
 Euramerican influence, the war, the Veteran's Administration hospi

 tal, and the city itself has hindered his ability to get to those stories,

 those directions to identity. Robert M. Nelson's extensive analysis of

 direction and landscape in the novel reveals the extent to which this

 need of "direction" is central to Tayo's healing. Nelson recognizes that

 Tayo's consciousness must become attuned "not only to the pattern

 of the culture he needs to reenter"but that it must ultimately become

 "congruent, finally, with the pattern and terrain of an external land

 scape" ("Function of Landscape" 141). Tayo's return to the landscape
 of his home and his efforts to refamiliarize himself with it are essen
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 tial to his understanding of the stories and ceremonies in which he

 must participate to heal himself. Tayo's "encounter with the land
 proves to be his access to cultural tradition" and is central to reestab

 lishing his identity after it has been shattered ("Function of Land

 scape" 152). Just as the confusion of the city fragments Tayo's psyche,

 the order and logic of the traditional landscape confirms the truth

 and solidity of Native story and identity.

 The path to such order requires that Tayo first come to terms with

 his experience of the city and the war. The only other people on the

 reservation who do know something of Tayo's experience beyond the

 reservation are his drinking companions, Harley, Leroy, and Emo.

 However, their understanding of his experience is dulled by their

 own denial and swallowed pain over that shared experience. Harley's

 and Leroy's anger is drenched in alcohol and numbed by joking and

 womanizing, whereas Emo's anger consumes him, constantly emerg

 ing as racist, misogynist diatribes and anti-government harangues.
 Nonetheless, all of their stories and opinions have moments of in

 sight into the difficulties faced by Indians encountering Eurameri

 can, urban culture for the first time. Harley recalls that he felt a cer

 tain respect during his time in Los Angeles, primarily because he was
 a uniformed serviceman:

 White women never looked at me until I put on that uniform,

 and then by God I was a U.S. Marine and they came crowding

 around. All during the war they'd say to me, "Hey soldier, you
 sure are handsome. All that black thick hair." "Dance with me,"

 the blond girl said. You know Los Angeles was the biggest city I

 ever saw. All those streets and tall buildings. Lights at night ev

 erywhere. I never saw so many bars and juke boxes?all the
 people coming from everywhere, dancing and laughing. They
 never asked me if I was Indian; sold me as much beer as I could

 drink. I was a big spender then. Had my military pay. Double
 starch in my uniform and my boots shining so good. I mean

 those white women fought over me. Yeah, they did really! I went

 home with a blonde one time. She had a big '38 Buick. Good car.

 She let me drive it all the way. (40-41)
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 Tayo also recalls a similar moment in San Diego as he and Rocky
 walked down the street in their uniforms and an old white woman

 stopped her car and said to them, c"God bless you, God bless you,' but

 it was the uniform, not them, she blessed" (41). Tayo's acknowledge

 ment of white hypocrisy separates him from the others at the bar
 who try to tell their stories as a way of recapturing former glory. Tayo

 becomes fed up with the lies they tell themselves, though, and creates

 a story that reveals not only the truth of their situation as Native vet

 erans but also his own anger and bitterness over it:

 One time there were these Indians, see. They put on uniforms,

 cut their hair. They went off to a big war. They had a real good
 time too. Bars served them booze, old white ladies on the street

 smiled at them. At Indians, remember that, because that's all

 they were. Indians. These Indians fucked white women, they

 had as much as they wanted too. They were MacArthur's boys;
 white whores took their money same as anyone. These Indians

 got treated the same as anyone: Wake Island, Iwo Jima. They

 got the same medals for bravery, the same flag over the coffin.

 (41-42)

 Tayo stops his story, because "he realized the others weren't laughing

 and talking any more. They were listening to him, and they weren't

 smiling" (42). Tayo continues, though, because he has tapped into
 the essential problem facing them all, even if the others don't want to
 hear it. He rails at them: "I'm half-breed. I'll be the first to say it. I'll

 speak for both sides. First time you walked down the street in Gallup

 or Albuquerque, you knew. Don't lie. You knew right away. The war

 was over, the uniform was gone" (42). Tayo is able to voice Eurameri
 can dismissal of Indians as well as Indian anger over it. He becomes,

 in a way, like Frantz Fanon's colonized intellectual; he is able to

 "speak for both sides" of a colonial culture because of his experience

 (and his mixed-blood status), and he struggles with his conflicted

 knowledge and identity because of it.3 What Tayo realizes and the

 others seem content to ignore is the reality that they were only useful

 to Euramerican culture as soldiers and that after the war they were

 expected to return to their status as colonized minorities.
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 Tayo recognizes how colonialism and social marginalization have
 demoralized them and riddled them with self-hatred and self-blame,

 but what to do about it remains uncertain. His experience of the city

 obviously leaves no option of going back, but there is no future in a life

 on the reservation with his drinking buddies. Trapped in between two

 worlds and angry, Tayo seems to be headed for a future of violence

 either against himself or others, violence that would be a continuation

 of his war experience, an exacerbation of his psychological confusion,

 and a perpetuation of the witchery. He is especially disgusted by Emo,

 who brags about how many Japanese he killed, rattling a bag full of

 teeth (souvenirs from his kills) and saying things like "We butchered

 every Jap we found. No Jap bastard was fit to take prisoner" and "We

 blew them all to hell. We shouldve dropped bombs on all the rest and
 blown them off the face of the earth" (61). Emo even resents the reser

 vation. He comments, "Us Indians deserve something better than this

 goddamn dried-up country around here. Blowing away, every day....

 What we need is what they got. Til take San Diego" (55). Tayo listens to

 this while "clenching all his muscles against their voices;... sweating,

 trying to fight off the nausea that surged at him whenever he heard the

 rattle in the little bag" (55).

 Tayo hates Emo because Emo is responding to inhumanity in kind

 and flaunting his participation and perpetuation of the destruction

 that is slowly devouring the world. The others follow Emo and become

 emblems of the violence they've both received and caused. In Tayo's

 eyes, they are emblematic of the destructive encroachment of the vio

 lent, witching, white world upon Native peoples. Tayo eventually acts

 upon his rage over this situation when he attacks Emo in the bar; he is

 subsequently locked in a psychiatric ward for a time. During the therapy,

 Tayo links Emo to the broader social disintegration he senses around

 him. He tells a psychiatrist that something is happening to the world

 beyond the patterns of drinking and violence among Indian males,
 especially since the war; it is something that has "been going on for a

 long time," but Emo is a result of the larger problem, not a cause (53).

 Tayo says he attacked Emo simply because "Emo was asking for it" (53).

 Tayo's attack on Emo represents his participation in the destruc

 tive violence perpetuated and encouraged by the "larger problem" of
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 witchery as it is presented in the novel. It becomes clear to Tayo's

 family that they must find a more powerful medicine to prevent los

 ing him. They decide to send Tayo to Old Betonie, a healer operating

 out of Gallup. Tayo's return there plunges him back into a bleak ur

 ban space, reminding him of the desperate circumstances of his
 childhood and showing him how close he came to becoming like the

 lost Native souls he now sees on the streets of Gallup. Tayo's early life

 there was marked by homelessness and hunger barely sustained by

 his mother's prostitution. Given this link, Tayo now recognizes that

 his struggle to survive has always been tied up with the homeless In

 dians he sees in Gallup: "This is us, too,... these people crouching
 outside bars like cold flies stuck to the wall" (107). In Gallup, Tayo is

 reminded of the dangers of such urban spaces for disenfranchised

 Natives and how quickly they can be lost in the witchery of the city,

 much like Tayo was lost as a specter of smoke in Los Angeles. In these

 Indians, Tayo sees how they have become irretrievably enmeshed in

 the physical and psychological destructiveness of what he will come

 to understand as witchery.

 Gallup is the real beginning of Tayo's work to return from his spiri

 tual and psychological damage. When he and the old medicine man
 meet, Betonie tells Tayo, "People ask me why I live here,... I tell them I

 want to keep track of the people" (117). From his hilltop hogan, Betonie

 can see the area behind the railroad tracks where many of the city's

 Indians dwell. Betonie explains that whites don't understand that the
 Indians know those hills and are comfortable there, but Betonie uses

 the word "comfortable" with a different meaning, "not the comfort of

 big houses or rich food or even clean streets, but the comfort of be

 longing with the land, and the peace of being with these hills" (117).

 But, in the same instant, "the special meaning the old man had given to

 the English word was burned away by the glare of the sun on tin cans

 and broken glass, blinding reflections off the mirrors and chrome of

 the wrecked cars in the dump below" (117). The contrast between
 Euramerican notions of comfort and the comfort Betonie sees for the

 Indians underscores the novel's values regarding the importance of
 land to survival. Still more revealing, though, is the realistic notion that

 the squalor of the Indians' dwellings offsets the comfort of a traditional
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 connection to place. Clearly, if a more traditional "comfort" in the land

 is to present any real alternative to the Indians' reality in Gallup, un

 likely changes would have to take place in the very social structure of

 the city. Unless one can find a position of adaptability like Betonie,

 getting away from the city, as Tayo has done, seems the only viable
 alternative.

 Singular among Gallup's Indians, Betonie stands as an example of
 the evolution and survival of Indian tradition. Much about Betonie

 strikes Tayo (and possibly some readers) as incongruous with older
 notions of what a healer, or even an Indian, should be. His hogan is

 strewn with objects; everywhere there are boxes, some falling apart,

 filled with old clothes, dry roots, and bundles of twigs, shopping bags

 with bouquets of dried sage and tobacco (119-20). Among these
 more traditional items are stacks of newspapers and telephone books

 from all over the country, as well as "layers of old calendars, the se

 quences of years confused and lost" (120). Betonie explains, "We've

 been gathering these things for a long time?hundreds of years," and
 it is clear that "the boxes and trunks, the bundles and stacks were

 plainly part of the pattern; they followed the concentric shadows of
 the room" (120).

 In his hogan, Betonie is collecting information about the current

 inhabitants of North America, especially the Euramerican ones, as a

 way of keeping abreast of their development. He incorporates this

 information into his healing by being aware of the scope of the

 witchery as it spreads. He has collected his experience and knowledge

 to help Indians recognize themselves within the contemporary world

 and integrate it as part of their experience without letting it overtake

 them. At first Tayo feels overwhelmed by the objects, but eventually

 his eyes light upon two old calendar pictures of Indian scenes and
 ceremonies, and he tells Betonie, "I remember those two," to which

 Betonie replies, "That gives me some place to start" (121). Soon Tayo

 begins to tell Betonie about his painful wartime experience and its
 debilitating results, and Betonie is able to put together the relation

 ship between Tayo's experience and the pervasive witchery in the
 world. When Tayo mentions the horror of imagining his Uncle Josi
 ah's face among a group of dead Japanese soldiers, Betonie replies, "It
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 isn't surprising you saw him with them. You saw who they were.

 Thirty thousand years ago they were not strangers. You saw what the

 evil had done: you saw the witchery ranging as wide as this world"

 (124). Tayo comes to see that "his sickness was only part of something

 larger, and his cure would be found only in something great and in

 clusive of everything" (126).

 Another integral element of Betonie's vision of Indian survival

 and healing is the transformative quality of ceremony. Ceremonies

 must be allowed to evolve to meet the changing needs of the people

 who perform them. This idea about ceremony challenges Eurameri
 can stereotypes of Native American ritual as codified and stagnant

 and thus unable to survive the change of Euramerican encroachment

 and expansion. Betonie presents Tayo with the idea that, once, the

 ceremonies "were enough for the way the world was then," but with

 Euramerican contact, "elements in this world began to shift; and it

 became necessary to create new ceremonies" (126). Betonie repeats

 the words of his grandmother, who insisted, "Things which don't

 shift and grow are dead things. They are things the witchery people

 want_That's what the witchery is counting on: that we will cling to

 the ceremonies the way they were, and then their power will tri
 umph, and the people will be no more" (126). Dennis Cutchins char

 acterizes Betonie's "fictional re-vision of history" as "perhaps, the

 novel's most important accomplishment" (77). Betonie's transfor
 mation of ceremony to fit contemporary needs is a central moment

 of what Cutchins terms "Silko's nativistic restructuring of history"

 (77). Eschewing a traditionalism that "simply avoids or ignores
 change," Betonie embodies a Nativism that "embraces change" and

 "is the self-conscious creation of a new culture using selected cul

 tural elements symbolically" (Cutchins 82). Betonie, more so than
 others in the novel, knows that to hide in the old ways is useless and

 will result in death and ultimate extinction. However, he does not

 embrace complete assimilation as a route to survival. A rootedness in

 communal awareness of the self in relationship to the land and oth

 ers is necessary to properly acclimate oneself to the witchery that en

 courages us to believe only in the self, in progress, and in expansive

 dominion over the earth. Betonie assures Tayo that the white people
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 living in the town below him "only fool themselves when they think

 [the land] is theirs. The deeds and papers don't mean anything. It is

 the people who belong to the mountain" (128).
 Euramerican culture fails to take sufficient care in its transforma

 tion of the earth and thus perpetuates the witchery. Betonie does not

 entirely blame the whites for the witchery but shows how they are

 victim to it as much as Indians. "That is the trickery of the witch

 craft," he says. "They want us to believe all evil resides with white peo

 ple. Then we will look no further to see what is really happening"

 (132). By pitting Native Americans against whites, the witchery en

 courages alienation between people along racialized lines, which en

 courages separatism and hatred, both of which contribute to cultural

 destruction for both groups, especially Native Americans. However,

 for Betonie, Indians can counter this through a simple, though radi

 cal, realization: "White people are only tools that the witchery ma

 nipulates," he says, "and... we can deal with white people, with their
 machines and their beliefs. We can because we invented white people;

 it was Indian witchery that made the white people in the first place"

 (132). Betonie subverts the racialist thinking that deludes us from

 seeing the real problem by presenting Tayo with a much deeper vi
 sion of what is wrong, one that posits race as part of the problem, not

 the problem itself. Resisting the progress of witchery requires that

 Indians break out of racist dichotomies and recognize that they are

 empowered to stop the witchery.
 This intense worldview shift is at the crux of the novel's argument

 about the nature of change and the way it must be managed. To rein
 force it and to ensconce it in Native tradition, Silko follows Betonie's

 revelation with the traditional story describing the witchery's begin

 ning in the world, which was

 already complete
 even without white people.

 There was everything
 including witchery. (133)

 A multiracial group of witches from across the globe, "some [with]

 slanty eyes / others [with] black skin," engaged in competition when
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 one mysterious witch of indeterminate ethnic origin and gender

 came forward with a story that set into motion the things it de
 scribed (133). The witch proceeds to tell of

 Caves across the ocean
 in caves of dark hills

 white skin people
 like the belly of a fish
 covered with hair. (135)

 These people being created through the witch's story "grow away"
 from the earth, sun, plants, and animals around them;

 they see no life

 When they look
 they see only objects.

 The world is a dead thing for them. (135)

 These people will fear themselves and the world around them and, in

 turn, will lash out and destroy what they fear (135). They will migrate

 and bring with them disease and destruction, and in the end, the

 story wills itself into motion, creating the people and scenario it pre
 sents: "It's already coming. / It can't be called back" (138). With this

 story and all of its links to the contemporary era of ecological de

 struction, atomic warfare, and Euramerican expansion, "in a single,
 bold move, Silko subsumes all of European and Euro-American his

 tory and culture within a nativistic paradigm" (Cutchins 84). This
 tale, which Silko creates and presents as a traditional narrative in the

 book, offers a transcultural context for Tayo's personal battle. His

 struggle is everyone's struggle, insofar as the Nativist paradigm re

 quires cultural revitalization for Native peoples as a way to help the
 rest of the world.

 Tayo and Betonie go into the Chuska Mountains to perform a cer

 emony to help Tayo find a way out of the witchery at the heart of his

 sickness. As they move further into the mountains," [Tayo] could see

 no signs of what had been set loose upon the earth; the highways, the

 towns, even the fences were gone," and he felt happy and strong (139).

 When he wakes the next morning, Tayo realizes that the land below
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 looks exactly like the sand paintings Betonie had made the night be

 fore in the hogan; he realizes that "there are no boundaries" and that

 "the mountains from all the directions had been gathered there that

 night" (145). With his faith in Betonie s vision reaffirmed, Tayo re
 ceives his direction; Betonie draws a pattern of stars in the dirt, say

 ing, "Remember these stars_I've seen them and I've seen the spot
 ted cattle; I've seen a mountain and I've seen a woman" (152). These

 four things become markers for Tayo's journey, things he must en
 counter and understand in order to find the way out of the witchery.

 As Tayo returns from Gallup and his encounter with Betonie, he

 runs into Harley and Leroy and so risks falling back into his old pat

 terns. They are riding around and drinking with a Native woman

 they picked up named Helen Jean.4 Tayo is hesitant to fall back in
 with them, but he does follow them for a while. This time Tayo is

 unable to fully participate in the group's drinking and joking, be

 cause he now recognizes the system of witchery Betonie outlined for

 him. The next morning, Tayo ends up "trying to vomit out every

 thing?all the past, all his life" (168). At this point in the novel, Tayo is

 at a crossroads where he realizes that he cannot physically and psy

 chologically continue his life as it was:

 The Scalp Ceremony lay to rest the Japanese souls in the green

 humid jungles, and it satisfied the female giant who fed on the

 dreams of warriors. But there was something else now, as
 Betonie said: it was everything they had seen?the cities, the tall

 buildings, the noise and the lights, the power of their weapons

 and machines. They were never the same after that: they had

 seen what the white people had made from the stolen land. (169)

 More than the horror of killing in the war, the very social mecha

 nisms that had made the war possible in the first place are the real

 source of their grief. The bare fact of the destruction and disposses

 sion caused by witchery is what they are trying to drink away: "They

 tried to sink the loss in booze, and silence their grief with war stories

 about their courage, defending the land they had already lost" (169).

 The Scalp Ceremony allowed Tayo to come to terms with the war, but

 the violent social structure surrounding the war, especially Eur
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 american colonization and imperialist urbanizing tendencies, remain.

 So, beyond the scope of the Scalp Ceremony, Betonie's larger cer

 emony must be completed to confront witchery at the source.

 The next step in Tayo's transformation requires that he seek the

 rest of Betonie's visions in the mountains. He starts by driving south

 into the mountains to seek his Uncle Josiah's strayed cattle. The cattle
 themselves become markers in the novel for Indian resistance to

 white encroachment: They are skinny, unlike their more beefed up

 Hereford cousins; they are able to survive on the meager resources of

 the desert, unlike other cattle; and they prefer to range free, consis

 tently breaking free of fences to head in a general southerly direction,

 where Josiah believes they originated. Despite the fact that others

 thought him foolish for purchasing such cattle, Josiah thought them

 the perfect livestock for the land where they live. They are adaptable,

 resourceful, and survivors, much like the Native people in the area.

 Josiah read stacks of books on breeding but would dismiss their
 ideas: "The problem was the books were written by white people who

 did not think about drought or winter blizzards or dry thistles, which

 the cattle had to live with" (75).5 Peter Beidler recognizes the relation

 between these animals and what Tayo must do to survive: "They trust

 their own instincts, drift to the south, and survive by their own native

 and natural abilities. By the end of the novel Tayo has learned his

 lesson from them" (21). According to Beidler, Tayo survives by re
 maining closer to the natural world of the Pueblo and others around

 him are destroyed because they are separated from that world (21

 22). The cattle provide him with a symbolic model for his survival.

 While seeking the cattle, Tayo comes upon another of the four

 parts of Betonie's vision, Ts'eh, the Laguna mountain spirit who lives

 on Mount Taylor, possibly the most isolated setting in the whole
 novel: "There was no sign the white people had ever come to this
 land; they had no existence then, except as he remembered them"

 (184-85). In this place antithetical to the Euramerican-dominated
 continent, with its cities, progress, poverty, waste, and destruction,

 the parts of Betonie's vision converge: Tayo sees the pattern of stars
 Betonie marked in the sand; he is on the mountain with Ts'eh; and he

 is seeking the cattle that represent perseverance and survival for him
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 self and his people. It is significant that Tayo has to move as far from

 human-developed landscapes as possible to achieve this part of the
 ceremony; he can t complete it in the cultural detritus of white
 witchery.

 When Tayo locates the cattle on the land of a white rancher, he
 realizes that he will have to cut the fence and steal them back. This is

 a dangerous proposition, and Tayo wrestles with the implications of

 his act until he comes upon possibly the most central realization of

 the text. He wonders why he feels like he is stealing yet is reluctant to

 see the white rancher as having stolen the cattle in the first place. This

 is when he identifies "the lie" that "only brown-skinned people were

 thieves; white people didn't steal, because they always had the money

 to buy whatever they wanted" (191). He realizes how deeply he has
 internalized that lie and how it is part of the witchery he has been
 sent to combat:

 The lie. He cut into the wire as if cutting away at the lie inside
 himself.

 The liars had fooled everyone, white people and Indians
 alike; as long as people believed the lies, they would never be
 able to see what had been done to them or what they were do

 ing to each other.... If the white people never looked beyond
 the lie, to see that theirs was a nation built on stolen land, then

 they would never be able to understand how they had been
 used by the witchery; they would never know that they were

 still being manipulated by those who knew how to stir the in

 gredients together: white thievery and injustice boiling up the

 anger and hatred that would finally destroy the world: the

 starving against the fat, the colored against the white. The de

 stroyers had only to set it into motion, and sit back to count the

 casualties. But it was more than a body count; the lies de
 voured white hearts, and for more than two hundred years

 white people had worked to fill their emptiness; they tried to

 glut the hollowness with patriotic wars and with great technol

 ogy and the wealth it brought. And always they had been fool

 ing themselves and they knew it. (191)
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 Tayo's rage extends itself to a vision of the true extent of the

 witchery's destruction. He wants to scream at the whites who have
 hunted, fenced off, and bulldozed the natural world; he wants also to

 scream at "Indians like Harley and Helen Jean and Emo that the

 white things they admired and desired so much?the bright city
 lights and loud music, the soft sweet food, and the cars?all these

 things had been stolen, torn out of Indian land: raw living materials

 for their ck'o'yo manipulation" (204). Left with self-hatred and "bar

 ren land and dry rivers," Native peoples are party to the betrayal of

 the land as well through their participation in the witchery's course
 (204). WTiites, too, have allowed themselves to be victims and
 perpetuators of the witchery:

 Only a few people knew that the lie was destroying the white

 people faster than it was destroying Indian people. But the
 effects were hidden, evident only in the sterility of their art,

 which continued to feed off the vitality of other cultures, and

 in the dissolution of their consciousness into dead objects: the

 plastic and the neon, the concrete and steel. Hollow and lifeless

 as a witchery clay figure. And what little still remained to white

 people was shriveled like a seed hoarded too long, shrunken
 past its time, and split open now, to expose a fragile, pale leaf

 stem, perfectly formed and dead. (204)

 Tayo is able to retrieve the cattle at great danger to himself, but this

 realization is possibly the most important thing he takes away from

 this part of the ceremony. Back at his family's ranch, Tayo lies on the

 same bed where he had previously slept restlessly with terrible
 dreams of the war; he realizes that "the dreams had been terror at

 loss, at something lost forever; but nothing was lost; all was retained

 between the sky and the earth, and within himself" (219). Tayo's abil

 ity to see the truth of his present position and the disorienting illu

 sions of his earlier dreams and madness is the product of what
 Michael Hobbs calls a Bakhtinian "internally persuasive discourse,"

 which allows him to "read radically" the texts and discourse pre
 sented to him by Betonie, Ts'eh, and others (304). Because Tayo can
 finally see the truth in these radical ways of seeing the world, he is
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 able to survive and overcome misleading discourses whereas others,

 such as Rocky, Harley, Leroy, and Emo, are not.

 Tayo meets Ts'eh in the mountains as well, and her presence rein

 forces the sense of inner tranquility Tayo has achieved at the remote

 ranch. When they come across a dead calf, Ts'eh comments, "Death

 isn't much," and "sometimes they don't make it. That's all. It isn't very

 far away.... There are much worse things, you know. The destroyers:

 they work to see how much can be lost, how much can be forgotten.

 They destroy the feeling people have for each other" (229). The
 witchery clearly holds a danger beyond simple destruction by death;
 what it seeks to achieve is a cultural decimation and a human psy

 chological toll that would make walking dead of everyone. This is an

 exact description of the kind of disconnected existence Tayo had af

 ter the war, and he recognizes himself in her words: "the thick white

 skin that had enclosed him, silencing the sensations of living, the love

 as well as the grief; and he had been left with only the hum of the

 tissues that enclosed him. He never knew how long he had been lost

 there, in that hospital in Los Angeles" (229). His existence as smoke

 becomes more fully realized here; the "white skin" of witchery en

 closed him as it deadened him and, seemingly, left a significant part

 of him in that smoke-like existence in the sterile hospital buildings of

 the unnatural city. Ts'eh insists that the deadening comes from vio

 lence, that every time a violent act occurs in the name of witchery, it

 deadens the person(s) involved further, thus opening the door for

 more violence and the spread of witchery.

 The immensity of the violence and destruction Tayo must fight is

 represented by the very spot where he experiences the most important

 moment of the ceremony. Remembering stories his grandmother told

 him about seeing the blast from the nuclear testing at Trinity site and

 the nuclear labs and uranium mines that mark the area around Laguna

 Pueblo, the symbolic depth of the place hits him. He is at the geo
 graphical crux of the ultimate result of the witchery, the symbolic

 birthplace of the atomic destruction that followed him all the way to

 the Pacific and back. Ironically, the all-inclusive nature of this destruc

 tion is also the possible source of humanity's non-violent resistance

 and regeneration:
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 From that time on, human beings were one clan again, united

 by the fate the destroyers planned for all of them, for all living

 things; united by a circle of death that devoured people in cit

 ies twelve thousand miles away, victims who had never known
 these mesas, who had never seen the delicate colors of the

 rocks which boiled up their slaughter. (246)

 Tayo finds his personal moment of crisis when he almost murders

 Emo to avenge Emo's torture of Harley. Tayo finds that his hands go

 numb at the crucial moment when he can attack Emo, and Tayo re

 treats into the shadows away from the scene. "The witchery had al

 most ended the story according to its plan," he realizes (253). Had he

 gone through with the murder, people would have blamed him,
 Emo, the war, white people, or themselves and would have gone on,

 oblivious to the continuing destruction. However, by not participat

 ing in the violent cycle, Tayo is able to take the novel's thematic cul

 minating moment and turn it in favor of traditional survival in the
 face of destruction.

 After Emo and the others leave, Tayo collapses exhausted and
 dreams that "he was wrapped in a blanket in Josiah's wagon" and
 "Josiah was driving the wagon, old Grandma was holding him, and

 Rocky whispered 'my brother.' They were taking him home" (254).

 The dream signals his return home and ability to insert himself back

 into the comfort of his family. Harley and Leroy are later found dead

 in the wreckage of their truck, sealed in the vehicle "like the shiny

 metal coffin the Veterans Office bought for each of them. In that way

 it was not much different than if they had died at Wake Island or Iwo

 Jima: the bodies were dismembered beyond recognition and the
 coffins were sealed" (258-59). Pinkie is murdered by Emo, who es

 capes to California, which, Tayo comments, is "a good place for him"

 (260). Silko's ending highlights the destruction that Tayo has escaped

 even as it claims those around him. His ability to disengage from
 what the witchery wanted saves him, but it also saves others, the nar

 rative suggests. It is imperative that "in order to remain regenerative,

 the power to live must not be used to destroy, ever; the question is

 (and was always) only whether it can survive the reality of the de
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 structive potential invested here in the form of Emo and in the form

 of the ruined landscape where Emo feels so at home" (Nelson,
 "Function of Landscape" 164). The narrative concludes with a short

 bit of storytelling claiming the witchery "is dead for now," having

 turned in upon itself. Though this is a reassuring ending, there is a

 note of caution in it that suggests that vigilance must be maintained

 to prevent the witchery's ever returning again.
 What this entails is at the heart of the thematic relevance of Cer

 emony. Not only must violence not be engaged but an entirely differ

 ent way of looking at the world and society must be adopted to truly

 begin to see our way back from where the witchery has taken us. This

 kind of call to change and vigilance seems partly a product of what

 Catherine Rainwater calls the novels "spatially encoded episteme of

 instability" (128). From the constantly shifting plot and textual
 changes to Tayo's disorienting experience of the war and the city, the

 subtle convergence of ceremonial elements in his healing, and the cau

 tious hopefulness of the novel's ending, the book requires a "model

 reader" to negotiate its instability just as Tayo negotiates his own

 mixed-blood struggle (128). Such a reader would deftly navigate the
 narrative and follow Tayo's ceremonial discovery in a way that en

 courages a larger, revised, and radicalized understanding of the
 multi-faceted cultural and spiritual conflicts at work in the process

 of "witchery." This kind of negotiation reveals Silko's main point that

 "reality is the direct result of the versions of the world we construct"

 and we can do it carelessly or carefully?"we may either revise an
 uninhabitable reality or become its victims" (Rainwater 128).

 As part of this tenuous process of cause and effect, the novel re

 mains wary about the city with all of its facilitation of violence, pov

 erty, and impersonal social relations. Coupled with this is an insis

 tence on traditional landscape as absolutely necessary for ceremonial

 healing; it is the only place where Native peoples can properly begin
 to engage and resist witchery.6 In the end, Tayo's triumph is his ability

 to disengage from witchery with the help of his community and, in

 turn, to provide others with a model for breaking the destructive

 cycle. However, his path to healing and the ceremony he undertakes

 show the difficulty in standing against the destructive effects of Eur
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 american colonization. Tayo's story seems to wrap up successfully

 enough, but Silko leaves the rest of us with a call for change that is

 incredibly daunting, even as we recognize its truth.

 The true difficulty with Silko's vision is that her insistence on the

 primacy of Indigenous land bases as places of resistance leaves it un

 clear what is to be done in a largely urban and urbanizing world. One

 can't realistically envision pastoral retreat as a practical mode of re
 sistance for most people, Indigenous or not. The city must be dealt

 with in order to create change in human societies. I do not think that

 Silko clearly resolves this in Ceremony, but I do believe she provides

 glimpses of how the urban might be reconciled with the traditional.

 Old Betonie is the prime example; he refuses to leave the city and,

 instead, finds a space overlooking it as a spot to simultaneously ob

 serve and resist the witchery, synthesizing its movements into his

 own ceremonial counterstrategies. At the same time, his knowledge

 and approach to contemporary experience is rooted in traditional

 Native methods, and he insists upon this same rootedness in Tayo. It

 is his syncretic medicine, along with Ku'oosh's more traditional
 methods, that heals Tayo. With such ceremony at the center of Tayo's

 worldview shift, it is clear that Euramerican culture will always be an

 integral part of his experience.

 Silko's vision of Indians in contemporary culture is heavily in
 vested in the idea of Indigenous people like Tayo and Betonie as
 "rooted cosmopolitans," to use a phrase employed by David Hol
 linger and other postethnic theorists (Hollinger 5). Tayo and Betonie

 fit the postethnic model of rooted cosmopolitanism insofar as they

 choose to maintain a connection to Native heritage while recogniz

 ing the value of cultural hybridity. As Hollinger points out, this latter

 aspect of cosmopolitanism "promotes multiple identities, empha
 sizes the dynamic and changing character of many groups, and is

 responsive to the potential for creating new cultural combinations"

 (3-4). These types of characters are central to Silko's writing as she

 explores the myriad interconnections between Laguna tradition and

 contemporary Euramerican culture, and in Ceremony she lays the
 groundwork for their processes of cultural mediation through Tayo's

 struggle.
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 Silko's use of Laguna tradition in the context of rooted cosmo

 politanism emphasizes the adaptability and transformational quality

 of Dine tradition. In his recent history of the Dine, Peter Iverson rec

 ognizes these qualities as central to Navajo tradition and survival. He

 notes that the Dine always recognized the importance of prayer, cer

 emony, and "the promise of the Dine Bikeyah," but they also knew

 how fragile life and harmony were and that "contact with others

 might provide new benefits or pose unanticipated dilemmas" (21).

 However, Iverson notes that the benefits of new encounters usually

 outweighed the setbacks, and Navajo society was becoming "note
 worthy for its members' willingness to look around the corner and

 over the next hill, for their curiosity about what might be gained by

 exploration and inquiry, and for their determination to do some
 thing well" (21). In many ways, this adaptability and willingness to

 experiment culturally is what set the Navajos apart from other area

 nations and was, in part, what allowed them to survive and maintain

 their sovereign status to a degree distinctive among contemporary
 Native nations.

 Silko has been criticized for misappropriation of Laguna cer
 emony, and some traditionalist scholars have lowered their estima

 tion of her work insofar as it seems to compromise Native sover

 eignty.7 While I agree that the ethics of breaching cultural prohibitions

 is an important issue, we misread Silko if we limit our evaluation of

 her novel to this level. Whatever violations Ceremony makes in its use

 of Laguna ceremony do not preclude the novels worth as a measure

 of the vitality of Native existence in the contemporary world. Indeed,

 her appropriation of Laguna tradition and her imagination of it as

 emergent and transformative is in line with the spirit of experimen

 tation and adaptability recognized by Iverson as being central to
 Dine culture. Moreover, Silko's novel requires us to ultimately look

 beyond the specifics of Navajo cultural tradition in order to envision

 the role that tradition has in relation to global cultural and ecological

 trends. As important as Native sovereignty is to contemporary In

 dian lives, Silko's main object in Ceremony is to expand the bound

 aries of Laguna culture and tradition in order to show its relevance

 on a multicultural and global scale. Her rooted cosmopolitans, like
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 Tayo, must find ways to reconcile their Native sovereignty with the

 variety of their life experiences in order to maintain their existence,

 and the degree to which they are able to do this has implications for

 the survival of us all. The theme of witchery, as Silko posits it, and the

 power to resist it require a vision of human connectedness beyond

 boundaries of ethnicity and a view of tradition that is adaptable and

 expansive. Even if Tayo's immediate healing calls for return to family

 and tradition on the reservation, others like him will ultimately take

 up the battle for survival in non-traditional settings like the city. In

 Silko's broader vision, the battle against witchery must ultimately

 spread and revolutionize our cities, our energy sources, our foreign

 policy, and our interethnic interaction, and it can only begin person by

 person and must be vigilantly maintained the same way. The measure

 of ceremony's value, then, for Silko is its ability to illuminate ways to
 achieve these transformations for Natives and non-Natives alike.

 NOTES

 1. For an extensive study of the history of the development of urban In

 dian populations, see Fixico, The Urban Indian Experience in America. Also
 of interest is Lobo and Peters, American Indians and the Urban Experience, a

 multidisciplinary collection of essays.

 2. Alexie's Indian Killer (1996) is a particularly bleak look at the effects of

 urban Indian life, while Sarris's Grand Avenue (1994) and Watermelon Nights

 (1998) show the possibility for community building in urban Indian neigh

 borhoods. Belin's book, In the Belly of My Beauty (1999), offers a moving

 series of poetic meditations on the dynamics of identity at work in moving

 between city and reservation.

 3. In The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon characterizes the three stages of

 development in the African intellectual who leaves home, becomes accultur

 ated to the colonizing culture, and returns home only to find himself strug

 gling with his hybridized identity. This concept can be valuably compared to

 that of the Indian who has experienced the Euramerican world and has re

 turned to the reservation torn between his experiences in the two places.

 Though Tayo is not strictly an intellectual or a writer, as Fanon's figure is, his

 process of self-identification follows roughly similar lines. In Fanon's first

 phase, "the native intellectual gives proof that he has assimilated the culture
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 of the occupying power. His writings correspond point by point with those

 of his opposite numbers in the mother country. This is the period of un

 qualified assimilation" (178-79). This recalls Tayo's participation in the war

 and the influence of Rocky's assimilationist attitude upon him.

 The second phase entails a "disturbed" state for the Native, as "he decides

 to remember what he is," but "since he only has exterior relations with his

 people, he is content to recall their life only" (178-79). Sometimes this recol

 lection can be wistful and humorous, "but often too it is symptomatic of a

 period of distress and difficulty, where death is experienced, and disgust too"

 (178-79). This kind of reflection based on homesickness leading to distur

 bance and distress echoes Tayo's own descent into madness during the war.

 This creates an acute moment of crisis for Tayo, which sparks the rest of his

 journey to health in the book.

 Finally, Fanon posits a third stage, a "fighting phase" where the Native

 intellectual "turns himself into an awakener of the people; hence comes a

 fighting literature, a revolutionary literature, and a national literature" (178

 79). This stage can be roughly compared to Tayo's final realization of the

 witchery and his return home to tell of his ability to conquer it for the time

 being. In this way, Silko's narrative, because it is Tayo's as well, becomes a

 kind of postcolonial revolutionary literature that envisions sweeping change

 for the survival of all people.

 4. In this portion of the narrative, we get a glimpse into Helen Jean's past

 and her impressions of Harley, Leroy, and Tayo. Having left her family home

 in Towac and gone to Gallup and other places in search of opportunity, she

 often falls in with Indian veterans and offers them companionship and ca

 sual sex in return for drinks and money. She knows that "these Indians who

 fought in the war [are] full of stories about all the places they'[ve] seen. San

 Diego, Oakland, Germany, the Philippines," and when she first left home she

 believed the stories she heard (163). Her credulity stemmed from her own

 first encounter with the city:

 She had walked around, staring up at the tall buildings, and all the big

 neon signs on Central Avenue. Every time she rode an elevator then,

 she thought of the old people at home, who shook their heads at the

 mention of elevators and tall buildings or juke boxes that could play a
 hundred different records. The old Utes said it was a lie; there were no

 such things. But she saw it every day, and for a long time when she saw

 these things, she felt embarrassed for the old people at home, who did
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 not believe in these things. So she was careful not to make the same

 kind of mistake herself; and she believed all the stories the guys told.

 (163)

 Helen Jean's faith in the progress of Euramerican culture echoes Rocky's;

 they both believe that technology and progress are unquestionably good and

 that disbelief in Euramerican ways is pathetic and backward. The main

 difference with Helen Jean is that she has lived long enough to see the fool

 ishness in her original faith and wonder. She has begun to see the lie behind

 Euramerican prosperity and progress, especially as it concerns Native
 Americans.

 5. Josiah's cattle set up a poignant moment of conflict between Rocky and

 Tayo. Rocky protests that the cattle breeding books are authoritative, that the

 authors "know everything there is to know about beef cattle" (76). "That's

 the trouble with the way the people around here have always done things,"

 Rocky complains. "They never knew what they were doing" (76). Rocky's

 faith in Euramerican knowledge and his resentment of what he perceives as

 backward Indian ways confuses Tayo, who feels sad as he begins to believe

 what Rocky says. The cattle represent a moment where Rocky's dismissal of

 Indian ways is a threat to the continuation of those ways. However, after

 Tayo's return home after the war (and Rocky's destruction in his faith in a

 Euramerican cause), he is able to return to seek the cattle as a part of his

 healing ceremony. His seeking them represents embracing the traditional,

 practical ways that Josiah espoused when he first bought them.

 6. Jeff Karem has critiqued structuralist readings of Ceremony for their

 tendency to read "the healing process in the novel as the realignment of

 intracultural vectors" particular to the Laguna people but to neglect the
 "extracultural factors" in the novel that globalize Silko's vision beyond the

 Laguna Pueblo (21-22). Though I agree that Silko's global vision must be
 addressed to adequately understand the major themes of Ceremony and her

 subsequent work, I also believe that in Ceremony Silko emphasizes the im

 portance of traditional lands as a place where healing must begin. Regardless

 of where Tayo goes after he completes the ceremony, the ceremony itself

 must start on Native ground; it is not something that could be begun in the

 Euramerican city.

 7. See Allen, "Special Problems in Teaching Leslie Marmon Silko's Cer

 emony? for a primary source in this debate. Allen asserts that Silko utilizes

 Laguna ceremonial material not meant to be reproduced outside of the clan.
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 Though "teaching a native text without recourse to ethnographic as well as

 historical glossing is an exercise in obscurity" she says, "to use the oral tradi

 tion directly is to run afoul of native ethics" and "using the tradition while

 contravening it is to do violence to it" (379). Allen gives little solution to this

 quandary other than maintaining an awareness of what is and is not cultur

 ally off limits and teaching and writing around it. Though I agree that sensi

 tivity to cultural prohibitions is necessary when using traditional material, I

 also resist the potentially crippling effect of such prohibitions on the study of

 work like Silko's. It is valuable to consider the caution provided by Karem in

 my note 6 regarding the importance of "extracultural factors" to under

 standing the global implications of Silko's use of Navajo tradition.
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